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Mummy Rustlers - Session Summary 10/23/2016 

Today's Episode:  Tomb of Akhentepi 

Our heroes are tomb raiding in Wati's necropolis under the permissions of the Church of 

Pharasma.  They have been assigned the Tomb of Akhentepi, in which they were promptly sealed by 

Murdus' sister-enemy, Hatshepsut.  Being heroes they decide this is a minor setback and continue tomb 

raiding. 

Our 1st and 2nd level heroes are: 

 Patrick as Usif bin Adeen, Osirian human Immolator 2 
 Tim as Denat, ifrit Cleric 2 
 Chris as Murdus Sangaree, Osirian human Fighter 1 
 Ernest as Khaled, Keleshite human Burglar 2 

 

We Use Roll 20 Maps 

 The GM takes a moment to have our host logon to his Roll20 account and load the map 

for the Akhentepi's Tomb. This is a new doodad for us, we had largely given up on maps and minis 

and gone to rough drawings on whiteboards under the general aegis of “Ain’t no one got time for 

that.” But as a proud Paizo subscriber, the GM gets interactive maps and figured it would add a lot 

of character to a tomb-raiding game to see us some tomb.  Representative image follows… 
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The Collapsed Tunnel 

 Our heroes have just finished dealing with mining beetles... lots of mining beetles.  And 

in the process the tunnel collapsed.  Much digging allows them to “put the petals back together the 

flower becomes whole”.  They press forward and find a side passage leading back to the fake tomb 

that is obviously some insane Grimtooth’s Traps kind of situation and a room containing “afterlife 

basics”.  Said basics yield a bow and some precious items including a clay jar of perfume, nard, that 

Khaled accidentally breaks while checking for traps. Denat scoops some of it back up and then 

Murdus smears himself with the rest, for a manly, pharaonic scent. We assure him that 60% of the 

time, it will work very time. “Nard” jokes are made behind his back for the next several hours. 

 A secret door from the store room leads to another hallway.  Flowing water can be 

heard overhead, so the burglar, Khaled, checks for traps until the group clears the tunnel.  The 

room at the hallway's end contains a sarcophagus.  Again Khaled moves forward to investigate.  As 

he moves past the gold leaf covered sarcophagus an iron cobra (actually made of iron) strikes at him 

from its hiding place.  He receives a vicious poisonous bite and is sickened by the poison.  Murdus 

seizes it by the neck allowing Usif to bag its head tightly. 

 Denat tends to the poisoned burglar, finally turning the tide against the poison at the 

cost of his healing spell.   

 The iron cobra is sealed into a box from the store room; everyone is excited about the 

prospect of a pet cobra.  The funeral urns contain only ruined spices.  A box holds Akhentepi’s 

cotton armor, as fresh and clean as the day it was made.  Another box contains 200gp, a dark wood 

coffer containing semi-precious stones, and several potions.   
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 The sarcophagus is examined next, then opened.  They find a mummified corpse 

wearing a finely crafted funeral mask.  There is nothing else of value inside, so they murmur quiet 

“thank yous”, remove the mask, and reseal the sarcophagus. 

 

The Path Less Taken 

 The group returns to an unopened set of double doors near the entry shaft.  The doors 

are thrown open to reveal a room.  Faded animal skins are stretched between two pillars.  An 

oversized chariot sits in the middle of the chamber.  A chest sits in the corner; it is lacquered white 

with gold inlays. 

 Murdus and Usif try the chariot on for size.  They climb aboard and pretend to ride, but 

they find the experience disappointing in part because the chariot is delicate from age.  Meanwhile, 

Khaled examines the chest and finds a trap, which he bypasses by damaging the chest's clasp to 

open it.  The chest contains loot, including several heavy books: 

 Book 1 is a biography of Akhentepi. 

 Book 2 is a list of the military campaigns, some of which feature General Akhentepi. 

 Another hallway leads to a treasure room.  Gold plated religious masks, including of 

Pharasma and Sekhmet.  Various weapons are racked on the south wall.  Shields are racked on the 

east wall.  A three dimensional diorama shows a battle scene.  Chests line the other wall spaces.   

 Khaled announces, “I'll check for traps.”  He approaches the diorama, which bursts into 

action --- tiny soldiers throw spears and scream noiselessly.  Usif sets one on fire then dodges 

aside as Murdus screams “sweep the legs”.  His axe sweeps the diorama destroying another doll.  A 
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doll leaps upon Murdus and attempts to force itself down his throat.  Usif burns that one too.  

Khaled sweeps one doll into a clay urn announcing, “It will ride the iron serpent!” The last doll 

dies to fire and Murdus' strong grip. 

 Khaled's prisoner doll stabs holes in its urn forcing him and Usif to seal the doll in 

Usif's beetle cage. It shrieks soundlessly as it yanks on the cage bars.  “Cute!” declares Denat. 

 The arms and armor are mostly mundane.  Akhentepi's spear and khopesh are well made 

(double value) as is his signature shield, a scarab shaped steel shield.  The chests are opened too: 

spices, a bag of coins, and scrolls ala documents. 

 Usif closely examines the shield and announces that the shield is magic and valuable.  

Denat says, “The scarab is important to Pharasma as it guides spirits into the afterlife.  So, its 

magic must be related to defending against undead.  Maybe.” 

 Each member claims one of Akhentepi's personal equipment:  Denat the spear, Usif the 

shield, Murdus the khopesh, and Khaled the cotton armor.  Khaled feels more alert after donning 

the armor.  Usif and Murdus figure out from Akhentepi's biography that a Pharasma prayer 

activates the shield's magic to protect its bearer (heal 1d8 or grant an advantage against fear and 

death).   

 

The Bug 

 Everyone agrees to a quick break for lunch, prayers, and rest.  Then they journey to a 

room they are convinced contains a giant bug.  The room turns out to be a temple to Anubis; it 

contains many pillars.  Khaled searches his memory for information about how much treasure the 
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ancients would hide in a burial temple.  Denat begins to argue him then recoils in horror as a giant 

camel spider leaps at Khaled. 

 Khaled hurls a volley of daggers at the leaping camel spider, hurting it slightly.  Usif 

slaps at it with his burning palm.  The pair finish the creature quickly. 

 A second camel spider jumps Denat as he finishes a bless spell on Murdus.  Murdus cuts 

at it with Sekhmet's axe.  The temple of Anubis seems to awaken at the axe's presence. 

 Everyone in the room hears a voice in ancient Osirian, “This is my place. Not the place 

of the slaughter goddess!” 

 Everyone looks at Murdus to translate.  Murdus apologies in Osirian, wipes down his axe 

and hides it away, then bows deeply.  The voice does not speak again. 

 Murdus informs the others: “Anubis was upset that I used Sekhmet's axe in this place.  

He also requested that we clean up.  And he noticed how handsome I am compared to the rest of 

you.” 

 The group cleans up while teasing Murdus about making things up.  Denat heals bite 

wounds. 

 

The False Tomb 

 Khaled offers, “I really want to see that giant trap go off.  But I don't want to be there 

when it does.” 
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 Everyone agrees.  The rest of the day is spent assembling their loot at the base of the 

shaft that leads back to the surface.  This includes disassembling the chariot and moving it to the 

shaft too. 

 Denat prepares a prayer supper with the main dish designed to supply prophetic dreams.  

He sacrifices the looted spikenard to flavor the dish.  That night the group dreams about the false 

tomb --- the sarcophagus leaps upright and closes upon some of them.  Lightning leaps at its metal 

surfaces from glyphed pillars, cooking those trapped within.  Water rushes in from the northern 

false door... with the entire weight of the Sphinx River behind it.  And the sarcophagus actively 

beats upon anyone attempting to free those trapped.  And everyone is drowning. 

 Everyone wakes up gasping for air.  Sometime later they decide to forever avoid the false 

tomb.  Breakfast conversation is light. 

 

The Wheel Door and a New Day 

 They climb back up the shaft using a knotted rope.  Denat and Murdus set themselves 

to opening the wheel door sealed by Hetshepsut.  Clearly she misjudged her sabotage because the 

pair are able to open the door, allowing Khaled to pin it open.  Then the loot is carried out. 

 It is a twenty-minute walk from Akhentepi's tomb back to the Necropolis' entrance 

pulling the chariot and its wealth.   

 Khaled demands, “Hold up.  I want to know how well Hetshepsut's team did.” 
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 He checks for tracks and examines the tomb assigned to Hetshepsut, until a sixth sense 

warns him to “flee”.  He does so.  His companions spot a shadowed form in the deeper shadows 

near that tomb. 

 Khaled argues for illegal tomb raiding, but the others point out, “Best not on our first 

assignment.”  But they do decide to check on Velriana's (aka Ms. Purple Hat) team.  Until someone 

remembers they don't know which building that is. 

 The chariot is reassembled during the morning hours.  A Pharasma priest patrol drops 

by to check the chariot and loot for mummies, then moves on.  Mummies are an important and 

illegal ingredient in several magics, and even a drug called “mumia,” or “Osirian marching 

powder,” that is basically ground up mummy dust.  

 The team drags their loot heavy chariot to the gate, where they are greeted by the giant 

hooded figure, Pharasma priests, and guards.  Ptemenib is amongst the priests and head of the gate 

detail. 

 Khaled lists off the notable loot to Ptemenib, “We are willing, if the price is right, to 

sell to your church first.” 

  Ptemenib replies, “We appreciate that.  You should understand that the other teams will 

also seek to sell immediately, so prices will be depressed.  Or you could wait until the auction 

event that we are holding for all the contestants.” 

 Usif looks more closely at the hooded giant.  He spots skeletal parts and a beaked head 

or mask, which might be a vanth --- a skeletal bird creature responsible for godly duties, 

particularly in the afterlife.   
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 Usif asks Ptemenib, “How did the other teams do?” 

 Ptemenib replies, “It is a mixed bag.  Some caught diseases.  Others were poisoned.  

Lots of crushing wounds.  Several groups have yet to report back.” 

 Khaled offers, “We can help if anyone needs help out.” 

 Ptemenib shakes her head, “No, I think not.  Their presence in the Necropolis is 'at your 

own risk'.” 

 The interview is continued at the Pharasmin temple and lasts several hours.  The books 

in particular draw a lot of attention.  They are offered 200 gp for both, but Khaled and Murdus 

refuse to the sell the military campaign book.  A single book and 100 gp exchange hands. 

 During the interview they notice that Ptemenib seems to be distracted, as if listening to 

a distant voice.  Murdus lingers behind after the interview is concluded. 

 He asks Ptemenib, “Do you hear voices too?  Do they demand things from you or 

command you to greatness?” 

 Ptemenib seems surprised, “I... no, it is my companion, Kaseem.”  She holds out her 

hand and a tiny bird appears as if Murdus had just turned his head to see it. 

 The nightingale wears a gold mask.  It speaks to Murdus, asking questions like a caffeine 

loaded six-year-old about his pharaoh background. 

 Khaled gets his poison treated at the temple.  Feeling much better he decides to check 

his local contacts for selling opportunities.  He finds Lajean-set, a perfume dealer, who gives him 

the sign meaning, “We will discuss business over tiny cups of thick coffee at the... coffee house.” 
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 Khaled leads his companions to a coffee house and asks them to wait outside, “Wait 

here, it will take just a few minutes.” 

 Usif, “Ok. Give me some cash.” 

 Khaled replies, “Just wait a minute.  Enjoy some sand scorpion skewers.”  A nearby food 

cart vendor waves skewered scorpions energetically.  

 Usif insists, “Give me cash to buy some food.”  50 gp and 10 sp are counted out to each 

member of the group. 

 Inside, Lajean-set says, “You have returned from your expedition.  Did it go well?” 

 Khaled, “Yes, but no mummies.” 

 Discussion turns to mummies and smuggling them.  Lajean-set is disappointed that only 

three mummies were found, but does offer to see the other loot and price it. 

 Lajean-set, “We have another group working on the mummies for us.  Oshwit, Date, 

Worm and an alchemist.” 

 Khaleb shares, “A member of the Sand Scorpions team is a Silver Chain assassin.” 

 Lajean-set replies, “Those guys suck.  And are a strong competitor.” 

 The pair discuss sales and identifying the unknown potions from Akhentepi's tomb.  

The onyx and silver Pharasma holy symbol, the damaged white lacquer chest, and silver hand 

mirror.  The sales come out to another 50 gp per team member. 
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 Outside Denat perks up as Pox Boy, a sickly halfling and a stern faced, large bodied 

woman enter the coffee shop.  He recalls that the Urgathoa worshipper, Pox Boy, poisoned the 

participants of a ritual dinner hosted by Denat's priesthood.  In turn, Denat located and burned 

one of the Urgathoa safe houses.  The pair have been playing tit for tat ever since. 

 Pox Boy arrives at Khaled's table and hands a bag of coins to Lajean-set. 

 Lajean-set withdraws his hand when Denat demands, “Who are you poisoning now, Pox 

Boy?”  The coin bag is dropped to the table. 

 The pair exchange veiled threats and insults.   The stern faced woman, a half-orc, 

growls at Denat. 

 Outside, Usif and Murdus wait and eat. 

 Murdus says, “I would go in to see what's going on, but I hate coffee.”  He continues 

gnawing on the skewered scorpion. 

 Usif explains, “Bite the head off and suck.”  He demonstrates with gusto. 

 Murdus does so and happily says, “I think Denat is after that large woman and her ugly 

child.” 

 Denat continues needling the woman and Pox Boy.  The woman places herself between 

the pair, facing Denat.  Khaleb quietly moves to pick the halfling's purse. The distraction makes it 

like taking drugs from a halfling. 

 Khaleb examines his proceeds to find a dose of mumia wrapped in paper.  The paper 

includes writing that identifies a necromancer by name, Black Tar, and explains the proper 
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activation of this mumia without addressing its addictive properties or the small chance (5% per 

week) of becoming a ghoul. 

 The rest of the afternoon is spent on a “pharaoh run” around town.  They rent a horse 

to pull the chariot which Murdus rides and waves from.  They take the long route back to the Tooth 

and Hookah to maximize the chariot presence. 

 

Loot, Dinner, and Celebration 

 In their inn room, the group divides up the potions.  Some money is set aside to fix the 

chest and find a way to command the soldier doll and the iron cobra.   

 Khaled, thoroughly enamored by Velriana, takes off to buy her the perfect purple dyed 

piece of adventuring equipment.  He settles on a wizard's book bag and pays extra to have it dyed 

purple.  The same shop also has a wizard in residence.  Khaled investigates getting the constructs 

commanded.  They settle on exchanging the construct doll soldier to have the iron cobra reset to 

take the team's orders. 

 Usif fixes the metal clasp on the chest, using his own skills, some scrap materials, and 

his FIRE!  He succeeds masterfully.  The Pharasmin silver holy symbol, the military campaign 

book, and iron cobra are placed in the newly fixed chest.   

 Later that evening, several of the tomb raiding teams meet at the Tooth and Hookah to 

celebrate their success.  Denat offers to cook dinner for the gathering.  He makes the rounds for 

funds and uses that as an opportunity to find a “date” for the night.  He manages to meet up with 

the Daughters of the Desert when their butch man-hating protector is absent. There are: 
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  An exiled Rahadouvian cleric of Iomedae 

  Osirian sister witches 

  A red-headed Ulfen bard 

 Denat gets with the bard.  She is interested in writing about his so interesting 

adventures.  So, so interesting.   

 During the dinner party, Usif completely misses that the Dog Company recovered a 

fiery ruby that might be the same he is after until Khaled points it out to him.  He approaches the 

Mad Dog just as Fairgrim the Androgynous is offering to purchase it.  Fairgrim is offering a staff 

of defense to which Usif offers Akhentepi's magic shield. 

 The discussion becomes impassioned.  Fairgrim demands, “We must settle this in the 

way of my cult. Fire Fight!”  The whole bar picks up the words quickly.  “NOT IN MY BAR!!!” 

shrieks the proprietor. Everyone spills out onto the street chanting, “Fire Fight! Fire Fight!” 

  Meanwhile Murdus pursues Idorii but is cock blocked by her best friend, Azaz-Zazu, 

who instantly dislikes Murdus’ intentions.  Murdus tries for awhile then seeks out Khaled to redirect 

Azaz at Denat and Khelru to get him out of his way. 

 Khaleb agrees, but adds “Let's wait until Usif kills this dude... dudette.” 

 The crowd spreads out into a wide circle around the pair of fire cultists.  Fairgrim 

summons a ball of fire and throws it.  Usif blocks with his shield, then summons his own flame 

which sends her sprawling down the street. 

 Usif demands, “Yield or die!” 
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 Fairgrim rises and screams, “I will show the true magic of flames!”  Fingers wiggle, 

knees twitch, and eyebrows spasm.  Her magic seeks Usif’s flames and twists them to her own 

desire.   But Usif resists then... 

 Strides to the burnt woman, grabs her head and metal circlet in a single hand, and brands 

her.  Fairgrim's hands shoot out from her body, throwing flames into the crowd, and setting 

Khaled on fire until Mad Dog douses the flames with a beer tankard. 

 Mad Dog and Usif exchange a fiery ruby for Akhentepi's magic shield.  Usif eagerly 

examines the gem; he can now summon a brand more easily and give it a free tag. 

 A slightly burnt Khaled distracts Azaz on Murdus’ behalf.  He preys on the young man's 

insecurities about his relationship with Khelru.  Later that night he spots Azaz and Khelru having a 

blistering argument.   

 With all other members of the Scorched Hand busy with his friends, Khaled locks onto 

Velriana.  They discuss tomb raiding, her past in Taldor, her decision to study Nethys, his exotic 

(and false) past, etc... He gifts her the purple book bag with which she is suitably impressed.  He 

finds the young woman enlightened about learning but sure that she is entitled to all things 

“Nethys” because that's what all nobles believe. 

 Velriana turns the tables by coming onto Khaleb, who plays it as “I'm not easy”. They 

flirt till late in the evening. 

 Murdus and Idorii spend the evening together.  He finds her exotic and warrior like, 

while he reminds her of her father... who she has strained relationship with.  She appears to be 

mature but might be very young for a half-elf.  Her mother was a noblewoman who had an affair 

with an elven bard.  Upon her birth, the mother had her declared stillborn and had her 
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handmaidens deliver Idorii to her father.  Her father was always distant and disapproved of her 

inability to master the bard's artistic skills.  The two part after a lot of conversation and not nearly 

enough alcohol. 

 

The Next Day in the Necropolis 

 High stone walls surround a large manor house, offering some privacy.  Bronze gates 

stand ajar at the entrance.  Murdus reads the Osirian hieroglyphics that announce “House of 

Pentheru”.  The team enters through the gate after pausing for Usif to check for tracks. 

 The gate opens onto a small courtyard with double doors on the left, straight ahead, and 

to the right.  A set of columns near the east doors lead to another courtyard section.  Tarnished 

bronze doors hang in ruin to the east and north.  Sounds of an angry mob are clearly heard from 

just outside the gates. 

 Denat seizes the gates to hold them shut just as a woman's voice cries out, “Hold the 

gates!  Keep them out!”  Fear grips his chest, as it does his companions.  Denat and Murdus flee in 

terror leaving Usif to the ghosts of Pentheru.   

 Denat flees into gardens followed by Murdus.  A giant whip-tailed centipede climbs out 

of a sand filled pool and rushes to attack.  Denat stabs it with his spear, despite the fear.  The very 

large monster is unimpressed.   

 Usif summons his flame and pursues the pair into the garden.  He throws a volley of fire 

knives that set random fires and choke the air with smoke. 
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 Murdus slashes the centipede with his axe.  Denat turns his weapon holy and stabs again.  

The creature is unimpressed by their weapons.  Murdus is paralyzed by its poison.   

 Denat draws the vermin away by stabbing at it and fleeing north.  He finds the family 

tomb as a separate structure on the grounds and another entrance into the main house.  The vermin 

and he exchange blows; both are injured. 

 Usif feeds his anti-toxin to Murdus, who rushes after the centipede and slashes with his 

axe.  The creature defends with its tail and bite.  Fire knives hit and burn it.  The enraged beast 

spits poison at Usif who dodges.  This provides an opening for Denat to hurt it again.  Murdus 

delivers the killing blow by cutting it in half. 

 The group recovers themselves and the fear subsides.  The main house is two stories.  

The tomb building is a single story.   

 

End of the Session 

 Bonds 

 Usif's bond with Khaled morphs to “only he can sell my stuff”. 

 Denat decides he cannot change Murdus' faith to his own to “Murdus will make my 

faith a state faith.” 

 Murdus claims credit for Usif's win against Fairgrim.  He has made Usif hard... just 

like himself. 

 New bonds are created. 
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 Alignments 

 Denat endangered himself to allow Usif to heal Murdus' poison. 

 Murdus slayed the giant centipede.  And he switches from Neutral to Good; his 

Pharaohdom to be will require mercy. 

 Khaled stole stuff for pure greed. 

 Did you learn something new and interesting about the world?  Yes! 

 Did you overcome a notable enemy?  Yes!  The giant centipede. 

 Did you loot a notable treasure?  Yes!  Akhentepi's books and personal armors and armor. 

 Murdus levels to 2nd and barely misses 3rd.  Everyone else levels to 3rd.   

  

 

 

 


